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1. Introduction

Hanahan and Weinberg in The Hallmarks of Cancer (2000), described six high-level features characteristic of 
cancerous cells:

• Limitless replicative potential

• Insensitivity to anti-growth signals

• Self-sufficiency in growth signals

• Sustained angiogenesis

• Evading apoptosis

• Tissue evasion and metastasis

These characteristics represent disruptions to the checks and balances regulating normal tissue development and 
maintenance including balance of growth promotion and suppression, balance of cell proliferation and attrition, 
apoptosis in recognition of mutations, physical and metabolic limitations on proliferative potential, and limitations 
on cell relocation.  Observable properties and behaviors such as these, whether in normal or aberrant tissues, 
emerge from the combined interactions of multiple lower-level pathways within and between individual cells in their 
own microenvironments.

In building a tissue model, high-level descriptions help to confirm the correct outcomes of underlying mechanisms, 
but they may not provide any guidance for creating or understanding the mechanisms themselves.  Matching 
outcomes suggests that underlying model implementations are plausible, but not that they are correct.  As more 
interacting pathways are implemented and model outcomes match in vivo observations more closely, however, 
confidence in the correctness of model implementations increases.  In particular, behaviors of perturbed models 
that closely match perturbed in vivo tissues increase confidence in modeled pathways.

Because high-level tissue characteristics provide little guidance in implementing underlying pathways, modeling 
must include input from wet bench studies of pathways as summarized by Vogelstein and Kinzler (2004).  Even 
the best current collections of well-described pathways are incomplete, however, and require a modeler to infer 
plausible supporting pathways and other necessary model components in which the known or suspected 
pathways function.  

As more wet bench informed pathway detail is applied to the model, portions of the model backed by less research 
become more isolated and experiments with the model are more likely to identify mechanisms with higher 
likelihood of being correct.

2. Epidermis Models in CellSimTM

All CellSimTM epidermis models to date have been developed based on conceptual descriptions gleaned from 
reading about epidermal morphology and function rather than by attempting to implement specific pathways (Vail, 
2006a, 2006b, 2007).  These models have produced virtual tissues with organization and behavior resembling in 
vivo epidermis under the conditions they were developed.  All models, for example, demonstrate continual 
turnover, balancing division in basal layer cells with sloughing of surface cells.  As these models are perturbed, 
however, weaknesses in underlying implementation are revealed.  Early models developed on a flat ECM 
substrate, for example, failed to produce the expected relatively smooth surface layers when grown on an 
undulating ECM substrate more closely representing dermal papilla.  Successive models, then, have improved 
their underlying pathways to produce tissues more closely matching the properties and behaviors of in vivo 
epidermis.

The epi10 and epi11 epidermis models were developed using CellSimTM 0.9.3 based on the following epidermal 
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concepts:

• Nutrient is distributed from point sources below peaks in the ECM substrate, analogous to nutrient and 
oxygen distribution from capillaries in dermal papillae.

• Nutrient concentration decreases with distance from the source such that it is negligible to cells in upper 
layers of the tissue.

• Commitment to keratinization is suppressed as long as basal cells remain adhered to the ECM substrate.

• Commitment to keratinization suppresses division.

• Cell growth continues as long as Nutrient is available.

• Keratin accumulates over time in cells that have committed to keratinization and have access to Nutrient.

• Desmosome-like adhesions are formed between keratinizing cells based on keratin accumulation.

• Cell rigidity and elasticity are based on keratin accumulation.

• Rapid lipid accumulation occurs in cells committed to keratinization when Nutrient availability drops.

• Once out of range of Nutrient, cells begin a decay process ending in death and sloughing.  Accumulated 
molecules including lipid and keratin decay during this time, affecting other molecules and cell properties 
dependent on those molecules.

Observation of molecular concentrations in normal development and ad hoc mutation experiments revealed 
incorrect outcomes and, therefore, incorrect pathways in epi10.  Epi11 improved upon epi10 and is the current 
best CellSimTM epidermis model.

The CellSimTM platform is under continual development and enhancement, adding new cell primitives and 
capabilities as they are needed.  As of version 0.9.3, all virtual cells posses some of the features described as 
characteristic of cancer by Hanahan and Weinberg and other cancer hallmarks may also be present depending on 
how the simulation has been configured.

The concept of gracefully degrading telomeres to provide a physical limit on replicative potential does not exist in 
CellSimTM, for example.  All virtual cells, then, possess the "unlimited replicative potential" property as a normal 
condition.  Likewise, there is no mechanism in place to kill cells with recognized mutations during replication, so all 
virtual cells "evade apoptosis" by default.  Differentiation in virtual cells is also a molecular condition only.  Sets of 
genes may be strongly promoted or strongly suppressed by cells committed to a particular cell fate, but there is no 
corresponding physical condition to reinforce the concept of terminal differentiation.  In other words, a cell can 
almost certainly be "undifferentiated" by perturbation of the system, regardless of extreme cell shaping, time it has 
been expressing any particular set of genes, or other condition characteristic of in vivo differentiation.

Other cancerous properties may exist depending on simulation configuration.  In epidermis models prior to epi10 
and epi11, for example, limitless Nutrient was made universally available throughout the environment removing 
any need for angiogenesis.  In most models to date, Nutrient or some other readily available molecule has served 
as a Growth and/or Division promoter so that cells are generally "self-sufficient in growth signals."  Control on cell 
growth has generally utilized a crude mechanism of letting cells grow until they reach a configured maximum cell 
size.  Division has typically been limited by negative control, suppressing division in cells that should not divide, 
rather than requiring specific signals prompting division.

In the tumor experiments described in following sections, all that is necessary to disrupt normal development and 
produce tumor-like growths is to reverse or reduce inhibition of Division in cells that are normally prevented from 
dividing by expressing an internal Division suppressor transcription factor.  Recordings of these experiments are 
available at https://cdres.com/public/bicadeweb/tshapesummary.php?&project=2007Q1.

3. Tumor Experiments with Epi10

Epi10 was the first CellSimTM epidermis model with accumulation of Keratin and without universally available 
Nutrient (Figure 1).  Normal organization and molecular contents of epi10 are shown in Figure 2. 
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The first ad hoc experiment using epi10 removed the basal contact requirement for division (Division inhibition by 
DiffMarker) and progeny of this cell were compared to the progeny of a unaltered basal cells.  It was revealed that 
the division threshold is attainable only in the low volume basal cells due to weak Division promotion by Nutrient. 
Removing all Division inhibition, then, is insufficient to produce any divisions in larger suprabasal cells.

In the follow-up experiment, epi10_tumor_0_9_3, Division inhibition by DiffMarker was converted to promotion 
in a basal cell and progeny of this cell were compared to progeny of unaltered basal cells.  Not only do the 
mutated cell and its progeny rapidly overwhelm and crowd out unaltered cells, but ongoing divisions result in 
smaller than normal suprabasal cells which has ramifications for all metabolism.  The many effects of this single 
mutation include higher than normal concentration of DiffMarker, increased cell Rigidity, reduced accumulation of 
Keratin, and abnormal accumulation of Lipid (Figure 3).  Rapid growth and division increase the overall tissue size 
significantly and create areas of very high pressure, leading to many instances of cells penetrating and tearing the 
basement membrane.

While the  epi10_tumor_0_9_3 experiment has dramatic results, it highlights some shortcomings of the epi10 
model.  Keratin accumulation is driven by DiffMarker and continues long after cells are out of range of Nutrient 
where little if any new transcription should be taking place.  Another shortcoming of epi10 is the weak promotion of 
Division by Nutrient such that creating a tumor in epi10 requires converting the Division inhibitor to a promoter.

4. Tumor Experiments with Epi11

Epi11 increased Division promotion by Nutrient such that division is possible in cells as long as Nutrient is 
available.  DiffMarker was also replaced by Nutrient as the Keratin promoter so that Keratin is only accumulated 
while cells have access to Nutrient (Figure 4).  Normal epi11 organization and molecular contents are shown in 
Figure 5.

Results of the epi11_tumor_uninhibited_0_9_3 experiment appear similar to epi10_tumor_0_9_3, but 
only required removing the DiffMarker inhibition of Division, rather than making DiffMarker a Division promoter.  At 
step 500, an unaltered basal cell had its LineageUnaltered gene activated to show a normal flow of cells from a 
basal cell.  At step 1000, a basal cell had DiffMarker suppression of Division removed and the LineageAltered 
gene activated to show flow of altered cells.  By step 1300, the entire tissue was composed of descendants of the 
uninhibited cell.

Ongoing division keeps these mutant cells smaller than normal in the suprabasal layers and this volume difference 
affects molecular concentrations and resultant transcription.  In addition, rapid division and growth affect the rate 
at which cells are pushed to the tissue surface.  Keratin accumulation in this model depends on the time 
suprabasal cells spend with access to Nutrient.  More time with Nutrient allows more time for accumulation.  In 
mutated cells that rapidly divide and grow, cells are pushed out of Nutrient range more rapidly than normal and 
they accumulate far less than the normal amount of Keratin (Figure 6).

To get a sense for how much Division suppression knockdown is required to produce a tumor capable of 
sustaining itself and, potentially, expanding to crowd out all unaltered cells, a series of knockdown experiments 
were performed (Figure 7).

When DiffMarker inhibition of Division is reduced to -0.45 to match Nutrient promotion, a newly detached cell may 
undergo one suprabasal division before DiffMarker concentration is sufficient to completely suppress division. 
This level of mutation seems to have only minor (if any) effect on competitive advantage for this line of cells or on 
expression of molecules accompanying differentiation.  With Division inhibited at -0.35, divisions are still only 
observed in the first suprabasal layer.

Two consecutive suprabasal divisions (following growth to 4 spheres, of course) were observed at Division 
inhibition -0.25.  The space occupied by progeny of altered cells appears to increase with each reduction in 
inhibition.  At this level of inhibition, Keratin accumulation appears only slightly depressed from normal.  At Division 
inhibition -0.15, competitive advantage and Keratin accumulation appear nearly the same as at -0.25.  Only one or 
two divisions are observed in suprabasal cells before DiffMarker suppresses Division and the cell grows to 5 or 
more spheres.

With suppression of Division at -0.05, division events were observed in cells as large as 5 spheres and in cells 
above the first suprabasal layer.  Though progeny of the mutated basal cell grow and divide to occupy more of the 
suprabasal space than progeny of an unaltered basal cell, the altered cells do not take over the tissue as when 
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suppression was completely removed.  In one run with this mutation, altered cells quickly occupied about 1/3 of 
the suprabasal tissue, but all altered basal cells eventually detached from the basement membrane and unaltered 
basal cells seamlessly repopulated the tissue.  All altered cells were eventually sloughed.  In another run 
(recorded as epi11_tumor_inhibited_05_0_9_3.csr), there were never more than one or two altered 
basal cells and they were quickly detached and sloughed.

Division suppression of -0.025 (as recorded in epi11_tumor_inhibited_025_0_9_3.csr) appears to result 
in sufficiently aggressive suprabasal division and resultant pressure to keep basal mutants in contact with the 
basement membrane.  As in the uninhibited mutation, these altered cells eventually crowd out all normal cells.

At -0.0375 Division suppression (halfway between -0.05 and -0.025), the tumor appears fairly aggressive, but, 
once again, the basal cells do not spread enough to sustain the tumor over the long run (recording 
epi11_tumor_inhibited_0375_0_9_3.csr).  At -0.3125 Division suppression (halfway between -0.0375 
and -0.025), the tumor replaces all normal cells as in the uninhibited tumor (recording 
epi11_tumor_inhibited_03125_0_9_3.csr).  The minimum sustainable rate for tumors, then, should 
result from suppression somewhere between -0.03125 and -0.0375.

There appears to be a combination of reasons why rapidly-dividing mutant cells can so quickly take over the whole 
tissue, despite the mutation having no effect on the rate of basal divisions.  First, the pressure created by 
suprabasal divisions and growth drives basal cells into or below the basement membrane where they are killed. 
By creating high pressure directly over the mutant basal cells, however, they tend to encourage more lateral 
divisions of mutant basal cells which gives mutants an overall competitive advantage over normal cells in this high 
pressure environment.

There seems to be a kind of critical division rate to tip the competitive advantage to mutated basal cells and, thus, 
sustain a tumor.  If the tumor is not growing fast enough to destroy a great many normal cells, the pressure 
created directly over the mutated basal cells kills more of the mutant cells than normal cells and, eventually, there 
will be no mutant basal cells to drive the tumor.  If the tumor is sufficiently aggressive, however, the compressed 
mutant basal cells enjoy a slight advantage by dividing laterally more often than normal cells.

5. Looking Forward

Though current epidermis models bear resemblance to in vivo epidermis and tumor-like growths following 
disruption of division controls share some properties of basal cell carcinomas including smaller cell sizes, reduced 
keratin accumulation, and accelerated growth, development of underlying pathways in these models has been 
driven primarily by concepts and exploration rather than detailed descriptions of in vivo pathways.

This approach has been adequate up to now because the models were intended to demonstrate that the platform 
can produce organized and dynamic models from a limited set of biologically faithful primitives.  Even with 
pathways based on abstractions of concepts, an interesting model emerges.  However, for the sake of validation 
and research applicable and complementary to web bench research, more detailed pathways based on detailed 
wet bench research must be incorporated into the model.
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Figure 1.  Epi10 Signaling and Gene Regulatory Network (SGRN)
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Figure 2.  Normal epi10 organization and molecular distributions.
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Figure 3.  Epi10 organization and molecular distributions following conversion of Division suppressor DiffMarker 
to a Division promoter in a single basal cell.
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Figure 4.  Epi11 Signaling and Gene Regulatory Network (SGRN)
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Figure 5.  Normal epi11 organization and molecular distributions.
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Figure 6.  Epi11 organization and molecular distributions following complete knockout of Division suppression by 
DiffMarker.
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Inhibition effect: -0.025
Tumor eventually crowds out all normal cells.

Inhibition effect: -0.03125
Tumor eventually crowds out all normal cells.

Inhibition effect: -0.0375
Tumor is eventually detached and sloughed.

Inhibition effect: -0.05

Tumor is eventually detached and sloughed.

Figure 7.  Tumors in epi11 approximately 150 steps after knockdown of Division suppression by DiffMarker.
Normal DiffMarker inhibition effect: -1.0
Normal Nutrient promotion effect: 0.45
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